INDIAN TOWNS IN PTOLEMY'S GEOGRAPHY H5
The analogy between the verbs of the series "to
enclose " and the substantives of the series " skin, bark "
is manifest. There is nothing to be surprised. Whether
we mean the skin of an animal, the bark of a tree, the
shell of a tortoise or the scale of a fish we always think
of a " cover " and this notion can naturally be explained by
" enclosure." The same root can well serve to designate
all enclosed agglomerations : cities, fortresses protected by
ramparts or simple villages protected by a thick enclosure
as can be still seen in the Far East. And thus can be
explained Indonesian words like kuta " town, village/' and
no doubt, the Sanskrit words such as kiidya " wall " and
kuta "fortress." These last two words can be added to
the already long list of Indo-Aryan words borrowed
from the non-Aryan languages.
Thus if we were to sum up, from an ancient Austro-.
Asiatic root fear, Tcitr, "kut meaning "to enclose, to cover"
were derived :
 (a)	in    the    tables  of  Ptolemy  the series :    -koura>
-gouray -oura, -our,
 (b)	in Sanskrit k£$ya {( wall,"  fcwfa " fortress,"
 (c)	numerous words meaning  " town "  or  ei village "
in the Munda, Indonesian and Dravidian languages. l
Should we then locate that cultural and linguistic
horizon, from which these words so important for the
history of institutions are derived, in the trans-GaDgetic
India ? There are facts to show that it will be a mistake
not to look at all towards the west.
Amongst the ancient peoples of the North-West of
India are found the Bhadras of whom the capital Sakala
1 It can be even asked if some Indo-Aryan and non-Aryan
words meaning "house" do not belong to the same family. This
question merits a separate discussion.
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